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< Temperature was investigated in the stack by embedding 36 thermocouples.
< The temperature in the stack exhibited “Parabola” distribution.
< Elevated air and water flow rates improved the temperature distribution uniformity.
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a b s t r a c t

Temperature mapping is measured by micro-thermocouples embedded into the cathode plate of the
model cell. The effects of different operation conditions on temperature distribution are investigated in
detail. The results show that the temperature of the stack turns on “Parabola” distribution, and the
temperature increases along the flow field from the inlet to the outlet under various conditions.
Temperature difference of the single cell in the stack increases with the increased operation current
density, and decreases with the increased air flow rate. The effect of the inlet air temperature on the
temperature difference can be neglected in the stack, and the temperature uniformity can be improved
by increasing the mass flow rate of the coolant water.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a power device
which transfers chemic energy contained in hydrogen and oxidant
into electrical energy directly [1e9]. Since nearly half of the
released energy is transferred to thermal energy in the stack during
its operation, large asymmetry temperature gradient will generate
in PEMFC without proper thermal management [10e13]. The
increased temperature of the cell makes the membrane to be
dehydrated and lowers the proton conductivity of the membrane,
leading to poor performance of the stack and eventually irrevers-
ible damage. On the other hand, the catalyst cannot carry out its
best activity at the low temperature area in the MEA (membrane
electrode assembly) and non-uniformity current density distribu-
tion will generate in the cell. In addition, low temperature can also
result in water condensation or even flooding, causing the
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performance deterioration of the cell during its operation [14,15]. In
situmeasurement of temperature distribution is essential for better
understanding of the real-time characteristics, and for the optimi-
zation design and operation in PEMFC.

Tremendous research efforts have been conducted on temper-
ature measurement in PEMFC. The measurement methods can be
divided into, in-fiber Bragg grating sensor [16], thermistor [17,18],
infrared thermography [19e22], band-gap temperature sensor
[23], and the most widely used approach of embedding the ther-
mocouples into the cell directly [24e30]. Prinz [24] used micron
and millimeter scale sensors to acquire the temporal distributions
of temperature, oxygen partial pressure, and relative humidity in
the mass transport layer in an air-breathing fuel cell. The spatial
resolution and the temporal resolution of the sensors are approx-
imately 1mmor better and 1 s, respectively. The result showed that
the cell’s cathode rib structure visibly influenced oxygen distribu-
tion, and thermal and species concentration effects could be
extended beyond the cathode surface, into the surrounding space.
Ohsaka [25] addressed the polarization behaviors of five
segmented fuel cells with Nafion 112 membrane as the catalysts’
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Table 1
Geometrical properties of PEM fuel cell stack.

Single cell area of this stack (m2) 200 � 10�4

Flow field depth (m) 7.5 � 10�4

Flow field width (m) 1.5 � 10�3

Flow field ridge width (m) 1.5 � 10�3

Gas diffusion layer thickness (m) 2.5 � 10�4

PEM thickness (m) 2.5 � 10�5

Catalyst layer thickness (m) 1.2 � 10�5
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support in one fuel cell compartment. The results showed that the
temperature gradient existed and it depended on the gases’ flow
direction in these five fuel cells. The temperature differences
generated even at zero current load due to the hydrogen crossover.
Maranzana [26] tested the performance in a multi-instrumented
transparent single PEMFC, and they also found that temperature
field was strongly correlated with the current density distribution
and both depended strongly onwater management. The local aging
effects existed due to the hydrogen crossover, which might have
consequences on reliability of the fuel cell. Wilkinson [27] sets 17
thermocouples in the landing widths of the flow fields in the active
area to measure the current density distribution according to the in
situ temperature variety. The current mapping could be indirectly
conducted through local temperature measurements, and this
method provided in situ high-resolution data capable of following
load cycling and could be used in real applications. Sasaki [28]
inserted 7 micro-thermocouples between the gas diffusion layer
and membrane electrode assembly to monitor the temperature
distribution in a PEMFC. They pointed out that insertion of micro-
thermocouples did not have a large influence on the cell perfor-
mance. It was observed that the electrochemistry reaction could be
considered to be main heat source during the operation and the
cathode catalyst layer reached the maximum temperature.
Contrarily, it had the minimum temperature just after the load
current was stopped due to the evaporation of the liquid water
generated in the cell. Wen [29] investigated the temperature
distribution in a transparent PEMFC by embedding 11 thermocou-
ples into the cathode gas channel plate fabricated with high
thermal conductivity pyrolytic graphite sheet (PGS), and they found
that the location of liquid water was correlated with the temper-
ature measurement. Compared with the cell without PGS,
temperature distribution was more uniform in the one with PGS,
and the utilization of the PGS could reduce the maximum cell
temperature and improve cell performance at high cathode flow
rates. Kjelstrup [30] introduced 4 thermocouples into the gas
channels and both sides of the membrane in a single fuel cell.
Higher temperatures about 5 �C or more were monitored at the
membrane electrode surface than in the gas channels at
1000 mA cm�2 and it was also found that the thermal conductivity
of the membrane and the heat transfer coefficient of the electrode
surfaces were both very small during the operation.

Although numerous works related to the temperature distri-
bution in the fuel cell have been done in the past decades. However,
the research objects above were all focused on a small single cell
with low output power and no literature about the in situ
temperature distribution in a PEMFC stack was reported. Compared
with a single cell, hundred times of the generated heat needs to be
removed by the coolant water and the coupling effects of every
single cell itself along with the coolant components on the
temperature distribution are more complicated. Thus, temperature
characteristic in a PEMFC stack deserved more detailed works for
practical applications. Therefore, the objective of this work is to
investigate the in situ temperature distribution in a hydrogeneair
PEMFC stack by embedding 40 thermocouples between the GDL
surfaces and the coolant water inlet and outlet.

2. Experiments

The PEM fuel cell stack used in this study is composed of 46
single cells with straight-channel flow field. The anode and cathode
plates are made from commercially available graphite material,
which is hydrophobic with a low-electrical resistivity of about
100 mS cm�1 (in-plane). Anode and cathode flow field configura-
tions are manufactured by a 3D numerical machine with the
accuracy of �0.01 mm [22]. The coolant flow channels have the
same parameters with the cathode and anode flow fields.
Geometrical properties of PEMFC stack are listed in Table 1. The
used MEAs (Membrane Electrode Assemblies) consisted of the
Nafion� 211 membrane in combination with platinum loadings of
0.4 mg cm�2 per electrode and the stack is cooled by the deionized
water at a pre-set temperature. The performance of the stack was
carried out on FCATS G500 produced by Greenlight Innovation
Company in Canada. It could be programmed precisely to control
various operational parameters, including electronic load, gas flow
rate or stoichiometry, dew point temperature, inlet/outlet pres-
sures, relative humidity (RH), and cell temperature. The schematic
diagram of the test system for PEMFC stack is shown in Fig. 1.

Generally, tomonitor the temperature, thermocouples should be
placed near the cathode catalyst layer where they are closest to the
heat source due to electrochemical reaction. Considering insertion
of the thermocouples near the catalyst layer could increase mass
transfer resistance in the areas and result in concentration losses in
the overall and local performance of a PEMFC [31], thermocouples
used tomonitor the stack temperature in this experiment are placed
between the rib of the flow channel and the gas diffuse layer (GDL)
surface, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

There are four marked cells with thermocouples to investigate
the temperature distribution characteristic in the 46 cells’ fuel cell
stack, and they are the first, the eleventh, the twenty-third and the
forty-sixth single cell along the hydrogen inlet flow direction,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b). To study the in-plain tempera-
ture distribution there are nine T type thermocouples divided into
three triads and placed in the inlet, three thermocouples placed in
the top, middle and bottom at every marked cell, respectively, and
denoted as TC1wTC36, as shown in Fig. 2(c).

In each single cell, the cell operating temperature is measured
by the thermocouple in the cathode endplate, whereas in a PEMFC
stack, it is determined by the outlet temperature of the coolant
water. Tomonitor the temperature variety of the coolant water, two
thermocouples denoted as TC37 and TC38 are located in the coolant
water inlet and outlet, respectively. In order to investigate effect of
the air flow property on the temperature distribution, the inlet and
outlet temperatures of the air are monitored by thermocouples of
TC39 and TC40, respectively. The temperature range and accuracy
of all the T type thermocouples used in the measurement are �200
to 350 �C and �0.1 �C, respectively. The T type thermocouples are
all connected to a data acquisition system (Keithlet-2700) for
temperature monitored, and the sampling rate of each channel is
set at 12 samples per minute. The purity of the hydrogen used in
the test is 99.99%. The environmental temperature is 9 �C, and
hydrogen and air are both fully humidified at the inlet temperature
of 65 �C in Sections 3.1e3.3, and 3.5. For all measurements, both the
anode and cathode are exhausting at the atmosphere directly.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Single cell temperature distribution

Fig. 3 shows the temperature evaluation of the marked cells at
the current density of 500mA cm�2 with respect to the flow rates of



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the test system for PEMFC stack.

Fig. 2. Schematic positions of the thermocouples and marked cells in the stack. (a)
Schematic disposal of the thermocouples. (b) Positions of the thermocouples in every
single cell. (c) Marked cells with thermocouples in the stack.
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the hydrogen, air, and coolant water of 50 NLPM, 500 NLPM and
45 NLPM, respectively. All the monitored temperatures increase
with the time evolution. The highest temperature in each single cell
is TC8, TC17, TC26 and TC35, respectively, and they are all located at
the bottom-middle of the cell. The highest temperature was
monitored by TC26 located in cell 23 in the middle of the stack.
Although the lowest temperature was appeared in cell 1, it has
nearly the same temperature distribution characteristic with that
in cell 46. Meanwhile, the maximum temperature difference of
stack can be calculated to be 5 �C by TC23 and TC1 (or TC46). The
minimum temperature difference was observed in cell 46 or cell 1,
and the value was within 1 �C. The similar temperature distribution
tendency also appeared at 700 mA cm�2. The main reasonwas that,
the generated heat in the stack was mainly used for heating the
coolant water and stack itself, and the different temperature
differences among cells were due to the un-uniformity of the heat
exchange between the coolant water and every single cell.
3.2. Effect of current density on temperature distribution

Fig. 4 shows the temperature distribution of the marked cells at
different current densities with respect to the flow rates of the
hydrogen, air and coolant water of 50 NLPM, 500 NLPM and
45 NLPM, respectively. The maximum temperature difference and
temperature elevated rate increase with increasing current density.
As can be seen from Fig. 4(a), at 500 mA cm�2, the highest
temperature TC26 in the stack increased from 67.7 �C to 69.3 �C and
the lowest temperature increased from 62.5�C to 64 �C with the
elevated rate of about 0.16 �C min�1 during the 10 min operation.
Meanwhile, the largest temperature difference in the single cell
was 4.6 �C in cell 23, and the largest temperature difference in the
stack was 5 �C as mentioned in previous section. In contrast, at
current density of 700 mA cm�2, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the highest
temperature in the stack increased from 75.7 �C to 79.2 �C with the
elevated rate of 0.35 �C min�1 and the lowest temperature
increased from 67.7 �C to 69.8 �C with respect to elevated rate of
0.21 �C min�1 after 10 min. Moreover, the largest temperature
difference appeared in single cell increased to 7.8 �C and it was
8.4 �C in the stack. As also can be seen, the coolant water temper-
ature difference was about 1.0 �C at 500 mA cm�2 while the value
was 1.4 �C as the current density increased to 700 mA cm�2, which
indicated that more generated heat was removed by the coolant
water at higher current density.

Fig. 5 shows the temperature profile in the stack at t ¼ 500 s
with respect to different current densities. As can be seen, not only



Fig. 3. Temperature distributions in different cells at 500 mA cm�2. (a) Temperature distribution in cell 1. (b) Temperature distribution in cell 11. (c) Temperature distribution in cell
23. (d) Temperature distribution in cell 46.
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the highest and lowest temperature, but also the temperature
differences of the stack all exhibited a “Parabola” distribution at
different current densities. At 500 mA cm�2, temperature distri-
bution of the lowest temperature in every single cell showed good
uniformity, and the temperature differences were all within 1 �C.
Meanwhile, the maximum temperature difference of the highest
temperature in each single cell was no more than 4 �C. On the
contrary, the lowest temperature difference of every single cell in
the stack increased to 1.4 �C, and the highest temperature differ-
ence increased to 8 �C with increasing current density to
700 mA cm�2. As mentioned above, the highest temperature was
located in the middle of the stack. Therefore, special attention
should be paid to the heat removal of the middle cells in the
optimal design of the fuel cell stack to improve the temperature
uniformity.

3.3. Effect of air flow rate on temperature distribution

Fig. 6 shows cell temperature distributionwith different air flow
rates at 500 mA cm�2 when the hydrogen and coolant water flow
rates are 40 NLPM and 45 NLPM, respectively. Fig. 6(a) shows the
temperature evolutions of every monitored thermocouple in the
typical single cell 23 at different air flow rates. All the temperatures
at monitored points increased with the time evolution at the air
flow rates were 300 NLPM and 500 NLPM with temperature
elevated rates were 0.098 �C min�1 and 0.062 �C min�1, respec-
tively. Moreover, when the air flow rate increased from 500 NLPM
to 700 NLPM, the temperatures at every test position decreased at
first and remained stable after 2 min. Therefore, air flow rate could
affect the temperature distribution in PEMFC stack. First of all, the
Reynolds number increased by increasing the air flow rate, and the
mass transport coefficient between the air flow and PEM was
enhanced. Accordingly, more generated water was blow out of the
stack directly. Secondly, more generated heat was also removed out
of the stack by the convective heat transfer between the air and
bipolar plates at the elevated air flow rate. Thirdly, most of the
water vapor with high enthalpy was blown out the stack in the
moisture rapidly at elevated air flow velocity, and the exothermic
process of condensation into liquid for the water vapor could not
carry out in time. The reason for the increased temperature with
respect to the air flow rates of 300 NLPM and 500 NLPM was that,
the total heat removed by the coolant water and flowing air was
less than that generated in the stack. Contrarily, the stack could
reach the thermal balance when the air flow rate was 700 NLPM,
and the heat generated in the stack was equal to that removed from
the stack. The transient temperature decreased phenomena with
respect to the air flow rate variation from 500 NLPM to 700 NLPM
was that, on the one hand, the flowmeter was carrying out the self-
regulation to maintain the mass flow rate at 700 NLPM. On the
other hand, coupling of heat and water transport ability was
enhanced suddenly at the variety of the air flow rates and more
heat was removed by the air flow.

Fig. 6(b) shows temperature difference distribution in the fuel
cell stack. As can be seen, temperature difference at every single cell



Fig. 4. Temperature and temperature differences distribution at different current
densities. (a) Temperature and temperature differences at 500 mA cm�2. (b) Temper-
ature and temperature differences at 700 mA cm�2.

Fig. 5. The instantaneous temperature distribution in the stack at different current
densities. (a) Highest temperature and temperature differences in every single cell. (b)
Lowest temperature and temperature differences in every single cell.
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decreased at larger air flow rate and the temperature distribution
was more uniform with the increase in the air flow rate. The
decreased air temperature difference at a lower air flow rate was
due to the sufficient heat exchange between the air and the bipolar
plates at the decreased flow rate of the air in the stack. Moreover, as
also can be seen, more heat would generate in the stack at the lower
mean voltage when the air flow rates were 300e500 NLPM,
respectively, and larger temperature difference of the coolant
water was generated to remove more heat from the stack. The
increased air flow rate, on the one hand, increased the concentra-
tion of the oxidant, which could enhance the operation voltage of
the stack, reduced the heat generated amount. On the other hand, it
improved the water management. Accordingly, more liquid water
accumulated in the GDL and catalyst layer (CL) evaporated into
water vapor and was removed out of the stack by the flow air.

3.4. Effect of air inlet temperature on temperature distribution

Fig. 7 shows the cell temperature distribution with different air
inlet temperatures at 500 mA cm�2 when the hydrogen, air and
coolant water flow rates are 40 NLPM, 500 NLPM and 45 NLPM,
respectively. Both hydrogen and air are fully humidified with the
inlet temperatures of 85 �C, 55 �C and 40 �C. Fig. 7(a) shows the
temperature evolutions of the monitored thermocouples in cell 23.
All the temperatures increased slightly when the inlet air temper-
ature was 85 �C. Contrarily, they decreased rapidly at 55 �C and
40 �C, respectively. Meanwhile, the temperature decrease rate of
every thermocouple was equal to 0.28 �C min�1 and the tempera-
ture difference in the cell remained at about 5e6 �C with respect to
the inlet air temperature of 55 �C whereas nearly the same
temperature difference could be observed at 85 �C and 40 �C.
Hence, there was little influence of inlet air temperature on the
temperature difference in the fuel cell stack. Moreover, as can be
seen in Fig. 7(b), the temperature differences of the coolant water
were almost the same at three inlet air temperatures, and the
according heat removed by the coolant water was equivalent. The
slight increase in temperature in the cell was attributed to the
higher inlet air temperature compared to the coolant water
temperature (named stack temperature), which would heat the
stack. On the contrary, the low temperature inlet air would play
a cooling effect on the stack, and the temperatures, including the
inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant water, would all
decrease immediately at the decreased inlet temperature. Besides,
a notable phenomena was that, a large positive temperature
difference of 16.5 �C between the inlet and outlet air generated
when the inlet air temperature was 85 �C, and it became negative



Fig. 6. Temperature distribution at different air flow rates. (a) Temperature evolutions
in cell 23. (b) Temperature differences in the stack.

Fig. 7. Temperature distribution at different inlet air temperatures. (a) Temperature
evolutions in cell 23. (b) Temperature differences in the stack.
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with a value of 22 �C with respect to the inlet air temperature of
40 �C. This was attributed to the low specific heat capacity of the air
which could be easily cooled or heated in the stack.

3.5. Effect of coolant water flow rate on temperature and heat
distributions

Fig. 8 shows the temperature and heat distributions with
different coolant water flow rates at 500 mA cm�2 when the
hydrogen and air flow rates are 40 NLPM and 500 NLPM, respec-
tively. At first, temperatures in the stack reached the quasi-
equilibrium state. The highest temperature of TC26 maintained at
69.5 �C, and it increased with the time evolution when the coolant
water flow rate varied from 30 NLPM to 15 NLPM. Meanwhile, as
mentioned above, the inlet and outlet temperatures would suffer
a self-regulation process during the flow rate variation, and all the
monitored temperatures started to increase after 2 min when the
coolant water flow rate reached a stable value of 15 NLPM. More-
over, all the temperatures still increased after the self-regulation
process when the water flow rates changed from 15 NLPM to
45 NLPM since the heat exchange ability between the coolant water
and the bipolar plates was enhanced at the elevated flow rate. Heat
removal by the coolant water could be expressed as [32]
Qc ¼ Cl;water _mwater
�
Twater;out � Twater;in

�
(1)

where Cl,water was the specific heat of coolant water, _mwater was the
coolant water mass flow rate, Twater,in and Twater, out were the inlet
and outlet temperatures of the coolant water. Besides, the heat
generated rate in the stack by using the lower heating value could
be obtained as [33,34]

Q ¼ nIð1:25� VcÞ (2)

where n was the cell number, I and Vc were the operation current
and mean voltage of the stack, respectively.

Fig. 8(b) presents the heat removed amount at different coolant
waterflow rates. As can be seen, heat exchange between the coolant
water and the bipolar plates was more sufficient at the elevated
water flow rate, and more heat was removed by the coolant water
with larger flow rate. However, heat removed from the stack was
closely related with the stack operation performance. Relations
between themean voltage and the heat generated rate were shown
in Fig. 8(c). The average voltages were 0.656 V and 0.661 Vwhen the
coolantwater flow rateswere 30e15NLPM, respectively. Contrarily,
it increased from 0.591 V to 0.620 V under the stable flow rate of
45 NLPM. According to Eq. (2), more generated heat should be
removed from the stack. Moreover, the average heat generated in



Fig. 8. Temperature and heat distributions at different coolant water flow rates. (a) Temperature differences. (b) Heat removed by coolant water. (c) Heat generated in the stack.
(d) Evaluation of power balance.
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the stack was 2.76 kW, 2.71 kW and 3.55 kW at the coolant water
flow rates were 30 NLPM, 15 NLPM and 45 NLPM, respectively, and
the heat removed by the coolant water was 2.61 kW, 2.32 kW and
3.45 kWkW. Fig. 8(d) showed the power balance of the stack at
different coolant water fluxes. Heat disposal in the PEMFC was
mainly determined by the coolant water and the process of water
evaporation or condensation due to the exhaust streams contrib-
uted little in the heat removal [35]. At the low water flow rate of
15 NLPM, heat exchange with the bipolar plates was not so prompt
that a portion of the released heat by the stack was used to help the
liquid water to evaporate intowater vapor. As a result, heat removal
by the coolant water was about 85% in the heat generated by the
stack. On the contrarily, near 97% of the released heat was removed
by the coolant water due to the sufficient heat exchange between
the coolant water and the bipolar plates at the elevated flow rate of
45 NLPM, and the effect of the water phase change on the heat
removal could be neglected in this situation. However, evaporation
and condensation processes were accompanied with absorption
and release of latent heat. A comprehensive understanding of their
corresponding values needed to be confirmed by more accurate
real-time and in situ measurements.

4. Conclusions

Temperature distribution was investigated in a 46 fuel cells
stack by embedding 36 T type thermocouples between the channel
rib and the GDL surface. The conclusions can be drawn as follows,

� The highest temperature located in the bottom-middle of the
single cell in the stack and the lowest temperature appeared in
the top-middle. In addition, the highest temperature, lowest
temperature and temperature difference at every single cell all
exhibited “Parabola” distribution, and special attention should
be paid in the heat exchange between the coolant water and
the middle bipolar plates during the optimal design at high
current densities.

� All temperatures and temperature differences at every cell
increased with the increase in current density. Temperature
difference decreased at a larger air flow rate and the temper-
ature distribution was more uniform by increasing the air flow
rate. However, the effect of the air inlet temperature on the
temperature difference could be neglected.

� Heat generated in the stackwasmainly removed by the coolant
water. The heat exchange ability between the coolant water
and the bipolar plates could be enhanced at the elevated
coolant water flow rate, especially in the instantaneous flow
concussion at the bipolar plates.
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Nomenclature

DTcell 1: temperature difference in cell 1 (�C)
DTcell 11: temperature difference in cell 11 (�C)
DTcell 23: temperature difference in cell 23 (�C)
DTcell 46: temperature difference in cell 46 (�C)
Tcathode,in: temperature of the inlet air in the cathode (�C)
DTCoolant water: temperature difference between the outlet and the inlet of the coolant

water (�C)
DTmaxemin: temperature difference between the maximal and the minimum

temperature in the stack (�C)
TAir: temperature difference between the inlet and the outlet temperature of the

air (�C)
_mwater: mass flow rate of the coolant water (kg s�1)
Twater,in: inlet temperature of the coolant water (�C)
Twater,out: outlet temperature of the coolant water (�C)
Cl,water: specific heat of coolant water (J kg�1 �C�1)
Qc: heat removed by the coolant water (W)
Q: heat generated in the stack (W)
I: the operation current of the stack (A)
Vc: the mean voltage of the stack (V)
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